Abstract. Numerical computations form an essential part of almost any real-world program. Traditional approaches to termination of logic programs are restricted to domains isomorphic to (N, >); more recent works study termination of integer computations where the lack of well-foundedness of the integers has to be taken into account. Termination of computations involving floating-point numbers can be counterintuitive because of rounding errors and implementation conventions. We present a novel technique that allows us to prove termination of such computations. Our approach extends the previous work on termination of integer computations.
Introduction
Numerical computations form an essential part of almost any real-world program. Clearly, for a termination analyzer to be of practical use, it should contain a mechanism for proving termination of such computations. However, this topic attracted relatively little attention of the research community. Moreover, it is well known that if computations involving real numbers are considered, the actually observed behavior does not necessarily coincide with the intuitively expected one. The reason for the counterintuitive behavior of the computations based on "real numbers" in practice is that real numbers represented by computers are not mathematical objects, but their floating-point approximations. The problem of regarding floating-point numbers as real ones and disregarding the rounding errors is not very well known to programmers of nonscientific codes, but it may have serious and even tragic consequences, as the following example illustrates. On February 25, 1991, during the Gulf war, a Patriot antimissile missed a Scud in Dhahran and crashed on American barracks, killing 28 soldiers. The official inquiry report (United States General Accounting Office, 1992) attributed this to a simple "numerical bug": a truncating error during multiplication. In fact, the error comes from taking the difference of two clocks. The small relative error on both clocks gives an absolute error on their difference when time increases. A more detailed exThis research has been carried out during the first author's stay at the Department of Computer Science, K.U. Leuven, Belgium and STIX,École Polytechnique, France. planation can be found in (Skeel, 1992; United States General Accounting Office, 1992; Goubault, 2001; Cousot and Cousot, 2001) .
In our context, we note that using floating-point numbers instead of real numbers can change the termination behavior of a program. EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following programs:
25, r(Y ).
If the numbers considered were real numbers, p(1) and q(1) would not terminate with respect to P 1 and P 2 , respectively, while r(1) would terminate with respect to P 3 . However, computers do not work with real numbers, but with finite-precision floating-point numbers, and computations are imprecise because of rounding. For example, SICStus (2004) rounds 2 52 − 0.25 to 2 52 , resulting in nontermination of r(2 52 ) with respect to P 3 . Despite the similarity between P 1 and P 2 the termination behavior of p(1) and q(1) with respect to the programs is completely different. That is, p(1) terminates with respect to P 1 , whereas q(1) may not terminate with respect to P 2 . The reason is that if rounding is done to the nearest finitely representable value, then for some t, t * 0.75 can be rounded upwards to t. In other words, for this t computing the product and performing the rounding leads to exactly the same value t. On the other hand, for all s, s * 0.25 can never be rounded to s because 0 is always closer to s * 0.25 than s.
The rounding to the nearest policy is the default rounding policy. However, a user can specify that the rounding be done, for example, toward zero. In that case, both p(1) terminates with respect to P 1 and q(1) terminates with respect to P 2 .
Example 1 shows that termination depends on the domain of the computation. In the early days of computing, however, the domain of the floating-point numbers was completely dependent on the actual implementation, making the analysis almost impossible. In order to solve this problem, a number of international standards (ISO/IEC 10967 Committee, 1994; IEEE Standards Committee 754, 1985) were suggested (see also (Goldberg, 1991) for an introduction to floating-point computations). As the following example hints, the existing situation, discussed in Section 2.3, is still not free from anomalies. EXAMPLE 2. As we have seen in the previous example, if the rounding to the nearest value is assumed, q(1) does not terminate with respect to P 2 . The following program P 4 is logically equivalent to P 2 :
(P 4 ) q(X) ← 1 + X > 1, Y is X * 0. 75, q(Y ) .
In general, one might expect 1 + X > 1 to be equivalent to X > 0 and q(1) to be nonterminating with respect to P 4 in the same way that it does not terminate with respect to P 2 . However, q(1) turns out to be terminating with respect to P 4 ! The reason for this is that the precision of floating-point numbers near 0 is much higher than near 1. Thus, there exist real numbers r such that r > 0 holds, but 1 + r is computed to be equal to 1. For example, for SICStus Prolog, 2 −53 is one such number. When a number like this is computed, the test 1 + X > 1 fails, and the computation terminates.
Even more surprising behavior can be observed if nonnumerical values are considered. Those are required by the standards to make the arithmetic functions total. For example, 1.0/0.0 is defined to be +∞, while 0.0/0.0 to be NaN. Moreover, zero is required to be signed, meaning that there should be two values representing zero: 0.0 and −0.0. The values should be numerically equal; that is, 0.0 =:= −0.0 should hold. As the following example illustrates, these values can lead to an extremely contrived behavior.
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the following program: r(X) ← Y is 1/X, s(Y ). s(X) ← X > 0, Y is X + 1, s(Y ).
We would like to study execution of r(0.0) and of r(−0.0) with respect to this program. Some Prolog implementations, such as BIM Prolog (BIM, 1995) , its successor MasterProLog (IT Masters, 2000) , and the ISO-mode of SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2004) , report an error upon zero division.
On the other hand, most of the Prolog implementations (CIAO Prolog (Bueno et al., 1997) , the default mode of SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2004) , and ECL i PS e (Aggoun et al., 2001) ) trigger a call to s(+∞) for r(0.0) and s(−∞) for r (−0.0) . The ordering relationship > and the addition operation + are defined on the infinity values to satisfy +∞ > r > −∞ and +∞ + r = +∞ for all floating-point numbers r. Computing s(+∞) thus results in nontermination. This is not the case for s(−∞), which terminates because of failure of −∞ > 0. Hence, there are two numerically equal values t 1 and t 2 such that r(t 1 ) terminates with respect to this program and r(t 2 ) does not terminate with respect to it.
We believe that Prolog implementations will evolve toward following the standards above. As an important step in this direction, we consider the decision of SICStus Prolog developers to provide two execution modes starting from the 3.8 release: the ISO-mode, fully compliant with ISO/IEC 13211-1, and the sicstus supporting code written in earlier versions of SICStus Prolog. A number of inconsistencies between the standard and existing implementations mentioned in (Bagnara, 1999) were thus resolved. Thus, we are going to base our termination analysis on these standards.
In this article we present an approach for proving termination of floating-point computations of logic programs. To the best of our knowledge ours is the first work in the domain. We stress that although our results are couched in logic programming terminology, they are not limited to logic programming per se, as they focus on the properties of floating-point numbers and not on the language aspects of logic programs.
Our methodology consists of four basic steps. Given a program and a set of queries of interest, we start by inferring the set of calls, that is, queries to be resolved during the computation. Next, the program and the set of calls are transformed by performing a variant of multiple specialization (Puebla and Hermenegildo, 1999; Winsborough, 1992) . Termination of the transformed program can be shown to be equivalent to termination of the original one. At the next step we construct a system of conditions implying termination of the transformed program and, hence, of the original one. To construct these constraints, we map expressions in floating-point numbers to the corresponding expressions over R. Since R is not well-founded, to ensure termination we require each rule traversal to decrease some positive value at least by ε > 0. Finally, the system of conditions is solved.
Section 2 introduces two kinds of notions our analysis is going to be based upon: those for termination analysis of logic programs and those related to the standardization of arithmetics. In Section 3 we formulate some adapted termination conditions, specifically tailored for programs with numerical computations over the real numbers. In Section 4 the termination behavior of a number of examples is studied. Ideas presented in this section crystallized in the four-step methodology above. Automation of the approach is discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our contribution, discusses related work, and suggests further research directions.
Preliminaries
We believe that although the results of this article are presented in a logic programming context, they are relevant and interesting outside of the logic programming community as well. To make this article self-contained, we first present basics of logic programming. A more detailed introduction to the subject is provided in (Lloyd, 1987) . Next, we recall the basic notions of termination analysis. Surveys of existing approaches to termination can be found, for instance, in (De Schreye and Decorte, 1994; Pedreschi et al., 2002) . Finally, we discuss standardization of floating-point arithmetics. The reader is referred to (Goldberg, 1991) for additional examples and discussion.
LOGIC PROGRAMMING
In this subsection we present a brief introduction to logic programming. More details can be found in (Apt, 1997; Lloyd, 1987 In the following paragraphs we discuss one of the key concepts of logic programming, the concept of unification. We start our discussion with the notion of substitution. Formally, a substitution is a finite set of the form {x 1 /t 1 , . . . , x n /t n }, where each x i is a variable, each t i is a term distinct from x i , and the variables x 1 , . . . , x n are distinct. For uniformity, we call terms, atoms, and conjunctions or disjunctions of atoms expressions. A simple expression is either a term or an atom. If E is an expression and θ = {x 1 /t 1 , . . . , x n /t n } is a substitution, then the instance of E by θ , Eθ, is obtained from E by simultaneously replacing each occurrence of the variable x i in E by t i for all i = 1, . . . , n. Two expressions E and F are called variants if E is an instance of F and F is an instance of E. A substitution θ such that Eθ is a variant of E is called a renaming for E. Given a language L, Atom L (Term L ) is the set of all atoms (terms) that can be constructed from L. Given a program P , we slightly abuse the notation and talk about Atom P and Term P . The variant relation defines an equivalence relation on Atom P and Term P . Using the notion of composition, one can define a notion of unification. DEFINITION 2. Let S be a finite set of simple expressions. A substitution θ is called a unifier for S if the set Sθ contains exactly one element. A unifier θ for S is called a most general unifier (mgu) for S, if for each unifier σ of S, there exists a substitution γ such that σ = θγ .
One can show that given a finite set of simple expressions, the most general unifier is unique modulo renaming. Algorithms computing most general unifiers can be found in (Robinson, 1965; Martelli and Monatanari, 1982) .
Next we present the procedural semantics of logic programming based on the notion of SLD-resolution (Robinson, 1965; Kowalski and Kuehner, 1971) . A selection function maps a query to an atom in it. In this work, we follow the majority of Prolog systems and assume the selection function always to return the leftmost atom of the query. To stress the left-to-right selection, one talks about LD-resolution. Among finite LD-derivations, we define successful ones as ending in the empty query and failed ones as ending in a nonempty query with the selected atom being unable to be unified with the head of any clause. Let P be a program and Q be a query such that an LD-derivation of P ∪ {Q} is successful, and let θ 1 , . . . , θ n be the most general unifiers used in the derivation. Then the restriction of the composition θ 1 · · · θ n to the variables of Q is called a computed answer substitution of Q.
Next we introduce briefly two notions important for the declarative semantics of a program, namely, the notions of interpretation and model. A valuation for a formula F with respect to an interpretation I is a mapping of the variables appearing in F to elements of the domain of I . An interpretation I is called a model for a formula F , denoted I |= F , if the truth value of F with respect to I is true for all valuations. Similarly, I is called a model of a set of formulae S, denoted I |= S, if I is a model of each one of its elements. Given a set of formulae S and a formula F , we say that S |= F if for every model I of S, I |= F . Given a program P and a query Q and a computed answer substitution θ of Q, one can show that P |= Qθ .
TERMINATION ANALYSIS OF LOGIC PROGRAMS
In this section we introduce basic notions of termination analysis of logic programs. We start by formalizing the notion of termination and say that a query Q LD-terminates for a program P if all LD-derivations for P ∪ Q are finite.
The following definition goes back to Apt (1997 Next we recall some basic notions, related to termination analysis.
We study termination of programs with respect to sets of queries. The following notion is a basic notion in this framework. DEFINITION 8. Let P be a program and S be a set of atomic queries. The call set, Call (P , S) , is the set of all atoms A from the extended Herbrand base B E P such that a variant of A is a selected atom in some derivation for P ∪ {← Q}, for some Q ∈ S and under the left-to-right selection rule.
The following definition (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001b) generalizes the notion of acceptability with respect to a set (De Schreye et al., 1992; Decorte and De Schreye, 1998) by extending it to mutual recursion. DEFINITION 9. Let S be a set of atomic queries and P a program. P is acceptable with respect to S if there exists a level mapping | · | such that -for any A ∈ Call(P , S); -for any clause A ← B 1 , . . . , B n in P such that mgu(A, A ) = θ exists; and -for any atom B i such that rel (B i ) rel(A) and for any computed answer substitution σ for ← (B 1 , . . . , B i−1 )θ it holds that
It was shown in (De Schreye et al., 1992; Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001b ) that a program is acceptable with respect to a set if and only if it is LD-terminating for all queries in the set.
We also need to introduce notions of rigidity and of interargument relations. Given a norm · and a term t, Bossi et al. (1991) call t rigid with respect to · if for any substitution σ , tσ = t . Observe that ground terms are rigid with respect to all norms. The notion of rigidity is obviously extensible to atoms and level mappings. Interargument relations have initially been studied by (Ullman and Van Gelder, 1988; Plümer, 1991; Verschaetse and De Schreye, 1991) . In this article we use the definition of (Decorte et al., 1999 
Given an atom A, we slightly abuse the notation and write R A instead of R rel(A) . Combining the notions of rigidity, acceptability, and interargument relations allows us to reason on termination completely at the clause level.
THEOREM 1 (cf. (Decorte et al., 1999) 
then P is acceptable with respect to S.
We call the condition stated in Theorem 1 rigid acceptability. Observe that rigid acceptability does not require any relation to hold between the level mapping | · | and the norm · . Indeed, the norm is used to define interargument relations, while the level mapping ensures rigidity and decrease. Further distinction between these two different functionalities has led to the recent work on "two level mappings approach" of Martin and King (2004) . From the practical point of view, however, defining the level mapping | · | in terms of the norm · has an important advantage. In such a case, the norm provides a link between interargument relations and the level-mapping, and simplifies verifying of the level-mapping decrease given that interargument relations are valid.
In (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001a) we extended the previous work on a constraint-based approach to termination (Decorte et al., 1999) to include integer computations. The main difficulty that had to be solved was the fact that the integers are not well-founded. We illustrate the proposed approach by means of example and refer the reader to (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) for further details. The treatment is done only on the intuitive level. 
The direct attempt to define the level mapping of p(X) as X fails because X can be positive as well as negative. Thus, a more complex level mapping should be defined. We start with some observations. The first clause is applicable if 1 < X < 1000, the second one if −1000 < X < −1. Thus, termination of p(X) for X ≤ −1000, −1 ≤ X ≤ 1 or X ≥ 1000 is trivial. Moreover, if the first clause is applied and 1 < X < 1000 holds, then either −1000
Similarly, if the second clause is applied and −1000 < X < −1 holds, either
We use this observation and split the domain of the argument of p, denoted p 1 , in three pairwise disjoint parts, called adornments, as follows:
Next we replace the predicate p with three new predicates p a , p b and p c . We add conditions before the calls to p to ensure that p a is called if p(X) is called and 1 < X < 1000 holds, p b is called if p(X) is called and −1000 < X < −1 holds and p c is called if p(X) is called and X ≤ −1000 ∨ −1 ≤ X ≤ 1 ∨ X ≥ 1000 holds. The following program is obtained:
Note that before every call to an adorned predicate in a body of a clause, we have added the corresponding condition. For example, 1 < Y, Y < 1000 precedes p a (Y ) in the third clause. This is required to ensure correctness of the transformation.
The transformation we performed is a form of multiple specialization, well known in the context of abstract interpretation (Winsborough, 1992) . We have shown that termination of the original program with respect to {p(z)|z is an integer} is equivalent to termination of the transformed program with respect to the following set of transformed queries: 
. . , t n )) are defined by symbolically computing E 1 − E 2 and substituting t i 's instead of argument positions in the resulting expression;
. . , t n )), with w i being some natural number coefficients; -0, if none of the previous cases apply.
In our running example, |p
Using the second case of the definition above, to find f (p 1<p 1 (z)), we need to compute f (p p 1 >1 (z)). First, we symbolically calculate the difference of the lefthand side expression and the right-hand side expression (i.e., p 1 − 1). Then, we substitute the corresponding arguments instead of the argument positions (i.e.,
In order to prove termination, it is sufficient to take w
In general, these coefficients can be determined similarly to (Decorte et al., 1999) . We refer to (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) for further details.
Reasoning in the same way, we define Next, we verify rigid acceptability of the transformed program with respect to {p
via the specified level mappings. This implies termination of the transformed program with respect to these queries, and thus termination of the original program with respect to {p(z) | z is an integer}.
Rigidity of the level mappings is obvious because all the queries are ground and, thus, clearly rigid. For the sake of brevity we discuss only the first clause of the adorned program. We have to show that |p
, which is true for z > 1.
In general, our analysis starts by determining integer argument positions. To this end the type analysis of (Janssens et al., 1994) can be used. Next the set of adornments is computed, and the adorning transformation is applied. We note that the transformation is correct for any set of adornments that splits the domain of a predicate into pairwise disjoint parts (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) . In other words, P terminates for queries in a set S if and only if the transformed program P a terminates for the corresponding set of transformed queries S a . However, we prefer sets of adornments based on "subcases" expressing whether certain clauses can be applied or not. To formalize this intuition, we consider integer prefixes of the clause, that is, prefixes of the clauses that consist entirely of integer inequalities involving variables of the head only. For instance, X > 1 and X > 1, X < 1000 are integer prefixes of the first clause in Example 4. The maximal integer prefix of a clause is the integer prefixes that is not contained in other integer prefixes. For instance, X > 1, X < 1000 is the maximal integer prefix of the clause mentioned above.
Intuitively, the guard-tuned set of adornments we construct consists of conjunctions of d i 's, where each d i is either a maximal integer prefix or its negation. The formal definition of the set can be found in (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) . EXAMPLE 5. Consider again Example 4. Maximal integer prefixes corresponding to the first and to the second clauses of the program are X > 1, X < 1000 and X < −1, X > −1000, respectively. The guard-tuned set of adornments we construct should consist of four elements:
Simplifying the expression and removing the inconsistencies, we obtain exactly the same set of adornments we used in the analysis above.
Finally, the rigid acceptability condition is verified to prove termination of the adorned program with respect to level mappings mentioned above. We refer to (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) for full details on the technique in the case of integer computations.
Observe that computing the guard-tuned set of adornments might be exponential in the number of maximal integer prefixes. The number of integer prefixes is bounded by the number of clauses. Hence, the size of the guard-tuned adorned set is bounded by 2 r , where r is a number of clauses. During the transformation every appearance of the predicate to be transformed at the head of a clause or in the recursive call in the body of a clause can be replaced by 2 r appearances of the adorned predicates. Thus, the upper bound on the size of the transformed program is r × 2 r(n+1) ; that is, it is exponential in the number of clauses r and in a number of recursive subgoals n. However, our experience suggests that numerical parts of real-world programs are usually relatively small and depend on one or two different integer prefixes. Analogously, clauses having more than two recursive body subgoals are highly exceptional. Therefore, we conclude that in practice the size of the transformed program is not problematic.
In the following sections we investigate how the adorning transformation illustrated by Example 4 can be applied to computations involving floating-point numbers.
STANDARDIZATION OF ARITHMETICS
In this section, we discuss standardization of arithmetics. Traditionally, computer systems represented floating-point numbers in a normalized way, that is, as S * 2 E , where 1 ≤ S < 2. For example, 2.5 was represented by S = 1.25 and E = 1. The smallest positive number that can be represented in this way is thus 1 * 2 emin , where emin ∈ Z is the smallest exponent (Z stands for the set of integers). The second smallest number is then (1 + 2 −p ) * 2 emin , where p is a number of digits that can be stored. Note that the gap between zero and 1 * 2 emin is significantly bigger than the gap between this number and (1+2 −p ) * 2 emin . This gap near 0 resulted in a number of anomalies, such as x = y being not equivalent with x − y = 0 or 1 * x being different from x. To resolve these problems, the IEEE Standard 754 (IEEE Standards Committee 754, 1985) (also known as the IEC standard 559 for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic for Microprocessor Systems) introduced a emin , where 0 < S < 1. However, the use of denormalized numbers was objected to in (Fraley and Walther, 1979; Payne and Strecker, 1979; Flynn and Oberman, 2001) for such reasons as lack of sufficient documented need for it and increasing implementation cost in floating-point hardware. Thus, the ISO/IEC standard for Language Independent Arithmetic (ISO/IEC 10967 Committee, 1994; ISO/IEC 10967 Committee, 2001) leaves to the system developer the decision whether the denormalized numbers should be implemented. We have seen in Example 2 that the use of denormalized numbers may influence the termination behavior of a program. Denormalized and normalized numbers are illustrated in Figure 1 , where r denotes the "base" of the number system, also called the radix.
The ISO Standard for Prolog (ISO/IEC 13211 Committee, 1995) does not advocate any particular representation for floating-point values but follows ISO/IEC 10967. Thus, we choose to base our analysis on it. We start by presenting the formal requirements of (ISO/IEC 10967 Committee, 1994; ISO/IEC 13211 Committee, 1995) .
A set of floating-point values, F , is a finite subset of the set of real numbers R, characterized by five parameters: the radix r ∈ N; the number of radix digits provided by F , also called the precision p ∈ N; the smallest and the largest exponents of F , emin ∈ Z and emax ∈ Z; and a Boolean flag denorm being true if F contains denormalized numbers. EXAMPLE 6. Traditionally, numbers are represented in computers in binary format, meaning that r = 2. The IEEE Standard 754 requires that for the single format p = 24, emin = −126, and emax = 127 should hold and for the double format p = 53, emin = −1022 and emax = 1023 should hold. It also requires the denorm-flag to be set to true.
Given specific values for the parameters, F N , the set of normalized floatingpoint values, is {0, ±i * r e−1 | i ∈ r 1−p * N, 1 ≤ i < r, e ∈ Z, emin ≤ e ≤ emax}, where by r 1−p * N we understand the following set of real numbers {r
Then, the set F is defined as F N ∪ F D , if denorm = true, and as F N otherwise.
For our floating-point numbers model to provide meaningful information, the parameters above shall satisfy the following:
• r ≥ 2 ∧ p ≥ 2 to ensure that a meaningful set of values is obtained. At present only 2, 8, 10, and 16 are used as values for r.
• p − 2 ≤ −emin guarantees that the maximum relative error in F N is representable in F .
• p ≤ emax implies that all integers from 1 to r p−1 are exactly representable in F .
• −emin ≤ r p − 1 ∧ emax ≤ r p − 1 assures that emin and emax belong to F .
These parameters preferably should also satisfy the following:
• r is even, as the most accurate and popular rounding rule (round to the nearest value) is significantly more expensive to implement when r is odd.
• r p−1 ≥ 10 6 results in the maximum relative error in F N to be one in a million.
• emin − 1 ≤ −2 · (p − 1) and emax > 2 · (p − 1) ensure that the square of the maximum relative error and its reciprocal are in F .
• −2 ≤ (emin − 1) + emax ≤ 2 implies that for "most" x in F N the reciprocal 1/x is also in F N . As we are going to see, one cannot guarantee this for all x. For convenience, the following notions are defined: the maximal floating-point number fmax, the minimal normalized number fmin N , the minimal denormalized number fmin D , and F * , the set of floating-point values extended beyond fmax:
Using this notation, one can prove that for some x ∈ F N , 1/x / ∈ F N . Indeed, assuming the contrary would result in 1/fmin N ≤ fmax (1/fmin N ∈ F N ) and 1/fmax ≥ fmin N (1/fmax ∈ F N ), that is, fmin N * fmax = 1. The latter equality cannot hold because fmin N is a power of r and fmax is not. Hence, either the reciprocal of fmin N or the reciprocal of fmax is not in F N . For instance, if (emin − 1) + emax ≥ 0, then the reciprocal of the smallest normalized number does not overflow, but the reciprocal of the largest number underflows.
The requirements above imply that the parameters shall and preferably should satisfy a number of constraints. For instance, since p ≥ 2 and p − 2 ≤ −emin, emin ≤ 0 should hold. Then, r emin−1 ≤ r −1 holds. Recalling that r ≥ 2, r emin−1 ≤ 0.5. In other words, fmin N ≤ 0.5. Remaining constraints can be obtained in the same fashion. (1) and (2) are satisfied.
The use of (2) instead of (1) can be justified by the observation that the majority of the implementations meet (2) and, since the set of possible values for parameters allowed by (2) are significantly smaller, precision of the analysis can be improved. Moreover, if attention is restricted to one particular format, termination analysis can be further improved by considering exact values for r 1−p , fmin N , and fmin D . As our goal is to obtain termination proofs valid not just for one particular Prolog implementation but for any implementation conforming to the ISO standards, the results in this article are based on (1) (with the exception of Example 10, where (2) is required).
The standards specify a number of arithmetic operations on floating-point numbers. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to only the basic operations, that is, addition, multiplication and division (the difference between x and y is defined as the sum of x and −y). The basic operations are defined in such a way that the result is equal to what would be obtained by using the following steps: -First, the exact value is computed. In the case of division, this step might result in reporting the zero_divisor exception. -Then, the floating-point rounding function rnd F is applied. -Finally, the boundaries of F are checked and an appropriate exception is thrown if needed (float_overflow if the result of the previous step is greater than fmax and cannot be rounded to fmax; underflow if it is smaller than the smallest positive element of F and it cannot be rounded to this element). Different standards specify differently whether the exception may be trapped, that is, if the interrupting signal can be intercepted. IEEE 754 leaves the decision to the higher-level software (for example, a Prolog system). On the other hand, ISO 10967 and ISO 13211 leave this decision to the programmer, thus explicitly prohibiting Prolog systems from trapping exceptions as a default policy. Example 3 illustrates that most Prolog systems violate the latter requirement. In this article we assume that exceptions do not occur.
Function rnd F maps the reals to F * and shall satisfy for all x, y ∈ R and for all i ∈ Z:
From the four rounding modes discussed in (IEEE Standards Committee 754, 1985) , to the nearest, toward 0, toward −∞ and toward +∞, the latter two do not satisfy rnd F (−x) = −rnd F (x). This discrepancy exists between the standards despite the fact that both of them were adopted by the same institution (IEC). The ISO 10967 standard suggests three rounding modes: round to nearest, round toward 0, and round toward −∞. The last mode contradicts the conditions above, specified by the same standard! The only standard to resolve this problem completely is (ISO/IEC 13211 Committee, 1995). It presents only two rounding modes: round to nearest and round toward 0. Therefore, in our discussion we stress termination behavior with respect to these two rounding modes, and mention briefly rounding toward +∞ and −∞. Finally, we specify precision of the rounding function. It shall satisfy for all
where e F (x) is defined as log r |x| + 1 if |x| ≥ fmin N and as emin otherwise.
Observe that for normalized numbers this condition ensures that the relative error does not exceed rnd_error * r 1−p , while for the denormalized numbers it guarantees that the absolute error does not exceed rnd_error * fmin D . The requirement that rnd F is a rounding function implies that rnd_error ≤ 1.
Depending on whether rounding is done toward zero or to the nearest value, the rounding function rnd F shall satisfy
rounding is done to the nearest.
We note that the rounding function behavior for an x, which is exactly halfway between values in F is not specified by (5); that is, the decision whether rounding is done upwards or downwards is left to the implementor. In Section 4 we are going to see how this decision influences termination behavior.
Termination Analysis -Revisited
In this section we adapt for our purposes the classical notions of termination analysis introduced above. We start by considering functions to nonnegative real numbers as level mappings and then extend the notions of norm and interargument relation. The intuition behind considering functions to nonnegative reals is that they might be easier to find automatically. Formally, we introduce the following definition.
DEFINITION 11. Given a program P , an extended level mapping is a function | · |:
However, with this extended definition the usual acceptability decrease is insufficient to ensure termination, since nonnegative reals are not well founded. To obtain the well-foundedness, and hence to prove termination, we have to adjust Definition 9 in the following way. DEFINITION 12. Let S be a set of atomic queries and P a program. P is extended acceptable with respect to S if there exists an extended level mapping | · | and a positive real number ε such that -for any A ∈ Call(P , S), -for any clause A ← B 1 , . . . , B n in P such that mgu(A, A ) = θ exists, and -for any atom B i , such that rel (B i ) rel(A) and for any computed answer substitution σ for ← (B 1 , . . . , B i−1 )θ it holds that
The idea of mapping terms to nonnegative real numbers and requiring some minimal distance between the values goes back to (Sohn and Van Gelder, 1991) . Recently, under the name of the discretely-greater-than relation (> ) it has been reintroduced (Colón and Sipma, 2001 ). The next theorem states that Definitions 9 and 12 are equivalent.
THEOREM 2. Let S be a set of atomic queries and P a program. P is acceptable with respect to S by if and only if P is extended acceptable with respect to S.
Proof. If there is a level mapping, satisfying the acceptability condition (Definition 9), ε can be taken equal to 1. On the other hand, if there exists a level mapping | · | satisfying extended acceptability (Definition 12), then | · | 2 defined as |t| 2 = |t| ε satisfies acceptability (Definition 9). P
The theorem above gives rise to the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1. Let S be a set of atomic queries and P a program. P is extended acceptable with respect to S if and only if P LD-terminates for all queries in S.
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2 and the corresponding results in (De Schreye et al., 1992; Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001b) . P Further, we would like to obtain a counterpart of Theorem 1. To do so, we reconsider the notions of norm, interargument relation, and validity of the latter. DEFINITION 13. Let P be a program, and let p be an n-ary predicate in P .
-An extended norm is a function · : 
then P is extended acceptable with respect to S.
Similarly to above we call the condition of this theorem extended rigid acceptability. The proof strongly resembles that of Theorem 1 as presented by Decorte et al. (1999) . We include the proof for the sake of completeness.
Proof. Assume that conditions of Theorem 3 hold. Let A ∈ Call(P , S) and let H ← B 1 , . . . , B n be a clause in P such that mgu(A, H ) = θ exists. Let B i satisfy rel(B i ) rel(H ). We need to prove that for any computed answer substitution σ for ← (B 1 , . . . , B i−1 )θ it holds that |A| − |B i θσ | ≥ ε.
By definition of the most general unifier, Aθ is identical to H θ. Hence, Aθ σ is identical to H θσ . Since A ∈ Call(P , S) and Call(P , S) is rigid with respect to | · |, it holds that |A| = |Aθ σ |. Thus, |A| = |H θσ |.
Next, since σ is a computed answer substitution, P |= (B 1 , . . . , B i−1 )θ σ . In other words, P |= B j θσ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1. By definition of validity for an interargument relation, R B j holds for B j θσ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i−1. Then, by extended rigid acceptability assumption |H θσ | − |B j θσ | ≥ ε. The proof is completed by observing that |A| − |B j θσ | ≥ ε holds. P From here on, we drop the word "extended" and simply talk about level mappings, norms, interargument relations, and (rigid) acceptability.
Examples
In this section, we use the formulae of Section 2.3 to study the termination behavior of a number of examples. We start by programs generalizing Example 1 and then proceed to more realistic examples.
In the examples we are going to apply the methodology presented for the integer case in Section 2.2. Recall that our analysis starts by inferring the set of calls (Janssens et al., 1994) (sometimes omitted in the examples, if the decrease can be shown for all values). We assume that the execution does not result in an exception because this obviously means termination. Then, we apply the adorning technique of Example 4. Observe that the correctness of the transformation established in (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) does not depend on the domain of the computation. Moreover, we note that the argument on the practical applicability of the approach presented at the end of Section 2.2 remains valid as well.
In the next step, the conditions following from rigid acceptability with respect to the adorned program and the validity of interargument relations are constructed. We point out two differences between the constraints that we considered in the integer case and the ones we are going to obtain now. First, as we have already mentioned, instead of proving |A| > |B i θσ | we will try to find ε > 0 such that |A| − |B i θσ | ≥ ε. Second, a rounding function has been applied during the computation. We are going to estimate the expressions involving the rounding function in order to obtain the underestimate for |A| − |B i θσ |. We postpone a more detailed discussion of the estimation techniques to Section 5. If the underestimate found is positive, it can be taken as ε, and the termination proof is completed. EXAMPLE 8. The following program is motivated by P 1 and P 2 from Example 1. We would like to find the floating-point values of 0 < α < 1 such that the program terminates for all queries in S = {p(t)|t is a floating-point number}.
To achieve our goal, we try to prove termination of p(t) and collect the constraints on α we need to assume to establish the acceptability decreases.
Recall that we start by computing the guard-tuned set of adornments. The following set is obtained: {a, b}, where a denotes p 1 > 0 and b denotes p 1 ≤ 0. The following is the adorned program P a :
The corresponding set of queries is
To prove termination of S a with respect to P a , we apply Theorem 3. The set of calls, Call(P a , S a ), coincides with S a . Since all elements of the set of calls are ground, for any A ∈ Call(P a , S a ) and for any substitution θ , Aθ coincides with A. Hence, for any level mapping |Aθ | = |A|. In other words, the set of calls is rigid with respect to any level mapping. As a norm we choose a function mapping floating-point numbers (as elements of U E P ) to themselves (as elements of R). As a valid interargument relation for > we consider the set of pairs (t 1 , t 2 ) such that t 1 and t 2 are floating-point numbers and t 1 > t 2 (in R). Similarly, for is we consider the set of pairs (t 1 , t 2 ) such that t 1 is a floating-point number, t 2 is a floating-point number expression, and the result of computing t 2 (in the set of floating-point numbers F ) coincides with t 1 .
A natural level mapping is chosen to be |p a (t)| = t. The level mapping is well defined, since t > 0 and α > 0 are assumed. The only clause to be considered is the first one because the second clause does not contain recursive body subgoals. If p a (t) is unified with the head of the clause, the value to be stored in Y is either rnd F (tα), floating_overflow or underflow. The latter cases lead to exceptions being thrown contradicting our previous assumption. Thus, we restrict our attention only to the case where the value stored in Y is rnd F (tα). If we can find ε > 0 such that for any t, t − rnd F (tα) ≥ ε, the program will be acceptable with respect to {p a (n)|n is a floating-point number}.
Assume that rnd F has the round to nearest property. Condition (5) implies | rnd F (tα) − tα| ≤ 0.5r e F (tα)−p . We distinguish between the following cases:
• |tα| < fmin N . Then, e F (tα) = emin and r emin−p = fmin D . Therefore,
In order for the right-hand side to be used as ε, it should be positive; that is, α < 0.5 should hold.
• |tα| ≥ fmin N . Then, e F (tα) = log r |tα| + 1 and | rnd F (tα) − tα| ≤ 0.5r log r |tα| +1−p ≤ 0.5tαr 1−p . Thus, rnd F (tα) ≤ tα + 0.5tαr 1−p and t − rnd F (tα) ≥ t (1 − α − 0.5αr 1−p ). Condition (1) requires r 1−p ≤ 0.5, that is, t − rnd F (tα) ≥ t (1 − 1.25α). Since |tα| ≥ fmin N , t > 0 and α > 0 also t ≥ fmin N /α should hold. Then, t − rnd F (tα) ≥ fmin N (1 − 1.25α)/α. In order to make the right-hand side expression positive, α < 0.8 should hold. Then fmin N (1 − 1.25α)/α is a candidate for ε.
Summarizing the two cases, we obtain that α < 0.5 should hold and that ε can be chosen as min (fmin D (0.5 − α) , fmin N (1 − 1.25α)/α). Hence, for any t, t − rnd F (tα) ≥ ε, the program is acceptable with respect to {t > 0 ∧ p a (t) | t is a floating-point number} and termination is proved. This also implies that the original program terminates with respect to {p(t) | t is a floating-point number}.
We note that in actual Prolog implementations termination of p(t) with respect to the program above may also be observed if α = 0.5. However, as mentioned above, the ISO standard for language independent arithmetic does not specify the behavior of rnd F (x) if x is exactly halfway between two values and rounding upwards in this case will result in nontermination.
Assume now that rnd F has the round toward zero property. In this case |rnd F (x)| ≤ |x| should hold for all x. Since α > 0 and t > 0, it follows that tα > 0 and rnd F (tα) ≥ rnd F (0). Requirements of the standards also imply rnd F (0) = 0. Thus, rnd F (tα) ≥ 0, rnd F (tα) ≤ tα and t − rnd F (tα) ≥ t (1 − α). As above, the body constraint X > 0 means t ≥ fmin D . Therefore, t − rnd F (tα) ≥ fmin D (1 − α) . The right-hand side is positive for all 0 < α < 1, and ε = fmin D (1−α) . Thus, if rounding happens toward zero, p a (n) terminates with respect to the adorned program for all n and for all α. Hence, p(n) terminates with respect to the original program for all n and for all α as well.
Since the argument of p is always nonnegative, computation in the round to −∞ mode coincides with the computation in the round to zero mode. Therefore, we conclude termination of p(n) for all n and for all α as well.
If the rounding is done toward +∞, our attempt to prove termination fails. Indeed, there exist no n and no α such that p(n) terminates with respect to the original program. Intuitively, any computation of p(n) produces a call p(m) such that m is the smallest floating-point number greater than mα. Then, mα is rounded upwards to m; that is, the next call is again p(m), leading to nontermination. Now consider another example, very similar to the one we have seen before, but significantly different in its termination behavior. EXAMPLE 9. Let P be the following program, extending P 3 from Example 1.
where α > 0. In theory, q(t) should terminate for all α and all t. As we have seen in Example 1, this is not the case in practice for α = 0.25. We aim to understand the general case.
After the adorning step the following program is obtained (a denotes q 1 > 0 and b denotes q 1 ≤ 0):
Termination of q b (t) is obvious. Choosing |q a (t)| = t, applying the same technique as above to infer ε, and assuming rounding to nearest policy, one gets
Thus, in the first case, t − rnd
Since t is not bounded from above, one cannot claim that the right-hand side expression is positive for all t. Therefore, we cannot find ε as above and suspect nontermination. Indeed, for t much bigger than α, rnd F (t − α) might be computed to be equal to t, leading to a nonterminating execution. As we have seen in Example 1, SICStus Prolog (SICS, 2004) rounds 2 52 − 0.25 to 2 52 . Identical behavior is observed for the round to +∞ policy.
Returning to the round to the nearest mode, observe that the precision of this analysis might be improved if information on the call set is available. For instance, knowing that Call(P a , {q a (t 0 )}) ⊆ {q a (t) | t ≤ t 0 } for a given query q a (t 0 ) would provide the desired upper bound on the values of t. Therefore, we would be able to claim that the right-hand side expression is positive for α > t 0 r 1−p 2+r 1−p . Taking the second case, (−fmin N < t − α < fmin N ), into account, we can conclude termination of q a (t 0 ), and thus of q(t 0 ), for
The specified information about the call set can be deduced by the methods suggested in (Janssens et al., 1994) . As in the previous example, if rounding is done toward zero, termination can be shown for all α and all t by observing that rnd F (t − α) ≤ t − α implies t − rnd F (t − α) ≥ α and α > 0 is given. Similarly, since the argument of q is nonnegative, rounding to −∞ results in identical computation and, hence, identical termination behavior.
Finally, consider a more realistic example. EXAMPLE 10. A bank has special conditions for small deposits between 100 and 1000 € on savings accounts. Every year it grants 5% and charges 1 € for the account management. The conditions terminate when the deposit reaches 1000 €. The following program computes the maximal number of years clients may enjoy these special conditions as a function of their initial investments:
We would like to prove termination of years (n, v) , where n is a floating-point number, denoting an initial investment, and v is a variable that upon a successful computation will be bound to a number of years.
The guard-tuned set of adornments inferred is {a, b}, where a corresponds to "compute 1 < 1000", b corresponds to "compute 1 ≥ 1000", and compute 1 denotes the first argument of compute. The following adorned program is obtained:
NewBalance is 1.05
It might be surprising that the goal "Investment < 1000" has been duplicated in the first clause. In fact, the first "Investment < 1000" comes from the first clause of the original program. The second one, as explained in Example 4 in Section 2.2, is a condition corresponding to the adornment a that has been added before a call to compute a (Investment, 1, Years). As explained above, in order to prove termination, it is sufficient to show that there exists an ε, ε > 0, such that
for all calls to compute a . The only inequality we have in the second clause is Balance < 1000. Therefore, the only natural (see Example 4) level mapping one can define is |compute a (balance, y, years)| = 1000 − balance if balance < 1000, 0 o t h e r w i s e .
Then, in order to prove termination, there should exist an ε > 0, such that for all 100 < balance < 1000
Assume that the rounding function has the round to nearest property. We are going to estimate rnd F (rnd F (1.05 balance) − 1). Since balance > 100, it holds that 1.05 balance ≥ fmin N and rnd F (1.05
In order for the right-hand side expression to be used as ε, it should be positive. implies (6) for balance and all values of r and p such that r 1−p ≤ 10 −6 . Since the right-hand fraction of the latter inequality is less than 20.0005, the inequality balance > 100 implies it, and thus (6) holds. Therefore,
Choosing ε as balance(0.2625r 2(1−p) −1.05r 1−p +0.05)−1+0.5r 1−p proves termination of the adorned program, and by correctness of the transformation, it proves termination of the original program. We note that the computation terminates even if real numbers are considered instead of floating-point ones.
Next, assume that the rounding is done toward zero. It follows from (1) and (3) 
Thus,
Since the denominator of the last fraction is always positive, in order for
to be used as ε it will be sufficient to show that (2) ≈ 0.0197, while (2) requires 0 < r 1−p < 10 −6 . Thus, to complete the termination proof, we take min(h(0), h(10 −6 )) as ε, where h(t) is −100t 2 − 201t + 4. Similarly to our previous examples, rounding to −∞ produces the same results as rounding toward zero. Thus, we conclude termination in this case as well.
Finally, consider round to +∞. In this case it holds for all x that rnd F (x) ≥ x. Hence,
Therefore, we can take 4 as ε, completing the termination proof.
Toward Automation of the Approach
In the previous section we have analyzed a number of examples. The analysis followed a fixed pattern: infer the set of calls (Janssens and Bruynooghe, 1992) , adorn the program and the set of calls (Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2004) , construct a system of conditions implying termination (Section 3 and (Decorte et al., 1999) ), and solve it, that is, show that there exists ε > 0 as required. Performing the last step automatically is the subject of the current section. Assume that the rounding is done to the nearest value. Then (5) (Section 2.3) implies that for all x ∈ R, we have that lo(x) ≤ rnd F (x) ≤ hi(x), where lo and hi are defined as follows.
If rounding is done toward zero, similar definitions for lo and hi are obtained from (3) and (4) (Section 2.3):
Similar results can be obtained in case of rounding toward −∞ and +∞.
For the further analysis we need an underestimate for the size of the call to the head and an overestimate for size of the call to the recursive subgoal. These can be computed from the basic inequalities of the form lo(x) ≤ rnd F (x) ≤ hi(x) by using well-known principles of interval arithmetics, such as a and repeatedly replacing lo(x) and hi(x) with their definitions. Each estimate corresponds to a constraint obtained as a conjunction of the inequalities present at the right-hand side of the definitions. The estimates we are looking for correspond to the satisfiable constraints. EXAMPLE 11. Recall Example 10. We need to underestimate the size of the call to the head, that is, (1000 − balance) and to overestimate the size of the call to the recursive body subgoal, that is, (1000−rnd F (rnd F (1.05balance)−1)). The former expression does not contain applications of rnd F , so the underestimate coincides with the expression itself.
To find the overestimate of (1000 − rnd F (rnd F (1.05balance) − 1)), we need to underestimate rnd F (rnd F (1.05balance) − 1). Then, by definition of the function lo above, the following inequalities hold:
Thus, the underestimate is lo(lo(1.05balance) − 1).
To determine its value, we have to know whether |lo(1.05balance) − 1| < fmin N or |lo(1.05balance) − 1| ≥ fmin N .
Assume that the rounding is done to the nearest value. Applying the definition of lo above and distinguishing between different cases results in the following set of nine constraints:
(1.05balance
If any of (7)- (9) holds, then lo(1.05balance) is 1.05balance(1 + r 1−p ) by the first case in the definition of lo. Constraints (10)- (12) correspond to the second case in this definition; that is, lo(1.05balance) is 1.05balance − 0.5fmin D . The remaining constraints cover the last case of the definition, namely, lo(1.05balance) = 1.05balance(1 − r 1−p ). Depending on the value of lo(1.05balance) − 1, the second conjunct determines lo(lo(1.05balance) − 1).
Together with the information obtained from (2) (Section 2.3) and from the program (balance > 100), these constraints are posed to a constraint solving system such as ECL i PS e (Aggoun et al., 2001) . ECL i PS e fails to prove the queries corresponding to (7)- (12); that is, it establishes that the corresponding sets of constraints are unsatisfiable. The following queries, corresponding to (13) 
1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP) >= 1 + FMinN. should_satisfy(RP,FMinN,FMinD), Balance>100, 1.05 * Balance >= FMinN,
1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP) =< 1 -FMinN. should_satisfy (RP,FMinN,FMinD) , Balance>100, 1.05 * Balance >= FMinN, (15 ) 1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP) =< 1 + FMinN, 1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP) >= 1 -FMinN.
In fact, (14 ) and (15 ) are unsatisfiable as well, but ECL i PS e fails to discover this fact because of its inability to solve nonlinear constraints. This shortcoming can be resolved either by using more powerful solvers or by verifying, for example with Maple (Waterloo Maple, 2001) , that given should_satisfy and Balance > 100, the maximum of 1 -FMinN is less than the minimum of 1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP), making 1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP) =< 1 -FMinN, and thus (14 ) impossible. Case (15 ) can be eliminated in a similar way as FMinN > 0 implies that 1 -FMinN =< 1 + FMinN and thus, 1.05 * Balance * (1-0.5 * RP) =< 1 + FMinN is false. Therefore, the only valid case is (13 ). The overestimate for the size of the call to the recursive subgoal corresponding to (13 ) is 1000 − (1.05balance(1 − 0.5r 1−p ) − 1)(1 − 0.5r 1−p ). As the expression for the size of the call to the head does not contain applications of the rounding function, its value can be computed precisely, and one can take the value itself as the underestimate. In our case, this value is 1000 − balance.
At the next step, we construct the difference between the underestimate for the size of the call to the head and the overestimate for the size of the recursive call and try to prove that there exists an ε, as required by the acceptability condition. To do so, we search for ε for each clause and each pair -call to the head, call to the recursive subgoal -and take the smallest of them as shown in Example 8. Given a clause and a pair of calls, Maple is usually powerful enough to prove the existence of such an ε. EXAMPLE 12. Example 11, continued. The expression that is constructed in our case is
that is,
If its minimum under (13 ) is positive, the minimum can be taken as ε. Otherwise, acceptability cannot be proved, and nontermination should be suspected. Denoting r 1−p by RP and running in Maple minimize((1.05 * Balance * (1 -0.5 * RP) -1) * (1 -0.5 * RP) −Balance, Balance = 100..infinity, RP = 0..1.0e-6);
gives 3.9998955. This value is greater than 0 and thus can be used as ε, completing the termination proof.
Condition (1) permits larger domains for r 1−p , namely, 0 < r 1−p < 0.5. Such larger domains do not allow us to prove termination as the minimum of (1.05 balance(1 − 0.5r
for balance ≥ 100 and 0 < r 1−p < 0.5 is undefined. This example illustrates that the use of (2) instead of (1) can be crucial for proving termination.
Ideally, both constraint solving and finding the minimum should be done by the same software tool. Unfortunately, traditional constraint solvers such as CLP(Q, R) (Holzbaur, 1995) (Waterloo Maple, 2001 ) is suited to solving constraint satisfaction problems. Thus, at the moment, the only way to implement our approach is to combine different software tools.
Conclusion
We have presented an approach to the verification of termination for logic programs with computations depending on floating-point numbers. To the best of our knowledge ours is the first work in this domain. Our technique extends the adornments-based approach to termination analysis developed in the context of integer computations. Unlike the integer case, when purely mathematical objects have been considered, the current article concentrates on studying termination of inherently imprecise computations that involve floating-point numbers. Our work can be seen as following a present-day trend in termination analysis of considering programs making use of more state-of-the-art programming techniques than in the past. This tendency can be illustrated, for instance, by recent results on termination of constraint logic programs (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003) , constraint handling rules (Frühwirth, 2000) , and numerical computations.
Termination of numerical computations was studied by a number of authors (Apt, 1997; Apt et al., 1994; Dershowitz et al., 2001; Serebrenik and De Schreye, 2001a) . In (Apt, 1997) , it is claimed that an unchanged acceptability condition can be applied to programs in pure Prolog with arithmetic by defining the level mappings on ground atoms with the arithmetic relation to be zero. This approach ignores the actual computation, and thus its applicability is restricted to programs using some arithmetic but whose termination does not depend on it, such as quicksort. Dershowitz et al. (2001) and Serebrenik and De Schreye (2004) restricted their attention to integer computations only. The approach of Dershowitz et al. (2001) was based on the query-mapping pairs formalism of (Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997) . However, it also inherited the disadvantages of (Lindenstrauss and Sagiv, 1997) , such as a high computational price, which is inherent to this approach because of the repetitive fixpoint computations. Apt et al. (1994) provided a declarative semantics, the so-called -semantics, for Prolog programs with first-order built-in predicates, including arithmetic operations. In this framework the property of strong termination, that is, finiteness of all possible LD-derivations for all possible goals, was completely characterized based on an appropriately tuned notion of acceptability. This approach provides important theoretical results but seems to be difficult to integrate with automatic tools. Moreover, termination has been studied with respect to ideal real numbers and not with respect to actual floatingpoint computations. Example 1 illustrates that these two notions of termination are orthogonal; that is, there are examples that terminate with respect to the reals but not with respect to the floating-point numbers and vice versa. Hence, termination proofs obtained for computations with respect to the real numbers by the approach of Apt et al. (1994) cannot be reused to prove termination if floatingpoint numbers are considered. We believe that in order for a termination analyzer to be of practical use, termination with respect to floating-point numbers should be considered.
More research has been done on termination analysis for constraint logic programs (Colussi et al., 1995; Frühwirth, 2000; Mesnard, 1996; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003; Ruggieri, 1997) . However, the research was either oriented toward theoretical characterizations (Ruggieri, 1997) or restricted to domains isomorphic to (N, >) (Mesnard, 1996) , such as trees and terms. Recently, in the journal revision (Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003) of (Mesnard, 1996) and (Ruggieri, 1997) , a possibility is mentioned of using abstraction functions other than combinations of term-size norm, list-length norm, identity function, and null-function. However, the question of how these functions should be inferred automatically is not considered, and the cTI implementation (Mesnard et al., 2001 ) is restricted to the term-size norm as an abstraction function. Frühwirth (2000) studied termination of constraint-handling rules (Frühwirth, 1998) and suggested a variant of the recurrence condition of (Apt and Pedreschi, 1990) for this language. None of the authors who studied termination of CLP programs has considered imprecise computations and their impact on termination. We also note that, while some of the authors study nonideal constraints systems, the term nonideal refers to the inability of the constraint system to decide whether a given constraint is true or false, and not to the approximation errors in computations.
Termination of rewriting with real numbers was studied by de Vries and Yamada (1994). They designed a term-rewriting system that mimicked the arithmetic computation of the positive reals with a finite number of digits, with addition and multiplication, and proved that it was terminating. However, they have not studied the termination of term-rewriting systems that use real numbers, rather than implementing them.
Researchers outside of the logic programming community (Aït Ameur, 1999; Aït Ameur et al., 1992; Escardó, 1996; Goubault, 2001; Goubault et al., 2002; Potts et al., 1997; Vuillemin, 1990) have paid much more attention to floatingpoint arithmetic. However, most of the works of which we are aware concentrate on the precision of numerical computations. Some of them suggest alternative exact representations of real arithmetic, for example, using continued fraction expansions (Vuillemin, 1990) , sequences of linear maps (Escardó, 1996) , linear fractional transformations with nonnegative integer coefficients (Potts et al., 1997) , or intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points (Moore, 1966; Aït Ameur, 1999) . The last idea gained certain popularity also in the constraints logic programming community (Vellino and Older, 1990) and even led to a number of systems such as CLP(BNR) (Older and Benhamou, 1993) , PrologIV (Benhamou et al., 1996) and ILOG (Van Hentenryck et al., 1997; ILOG, 2001) . Other authors apply abstract interpretation Cousot, 1976, 1977) to infer whether precision might be lost (Aït Ameur et al., 1992; Goubault, 2001) . These works tend, however, to ignore the use of denormalized numbers and the to the nearest value rounding policy, both being decisions usually made by system implementors. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been done to relate the precision results obtained with the techniques above to termination analysis.
Monniaux (2001) studied termination of probabilistic logic programs in the framework of DAEDALUS -the European project concerning the validation of critical software by static analysis and abstract testing (Randimbivololona et al., 2001) . That work is almost unique in that it refers to the problem of using floatingpoint numbers instead of real numbers in the context of termination analysis and that it discusses the implementation problems involved. The first problem mentioned is ensuring soundness of the system. The second and more annoying problem is "drift," in which a sequence of real numbers that should appear to be stationary may be strictly ascending in the floating-point approximation. However, Monniaux does not present a solution to these problems but hopes that the work on abstract domains for real numbers (Aït Ameur et al., 1992; Goubault, 2001) , discussed in the previous paragraph, will provide it. As we have pointed out, current results do not consider the complexity of floating-point number systems in its entirety.
In our work, we assume that no floating-point exceptions occur during the computation and that denormalized numbers are used to ensure gradual underflow. Other approaches to handling floating-point exceptions, such as "brute force" reevaluation and scaling, are discussed by (Hauser, 1996) . Although exception handling is not a necessary feature, support for exception handling allows better optimization for many numerical routines (Demmel and Li, 1993) . Alternatively, one can try to proceed in two steps. First, we can verify absence of run-time errors that can result in exceptions being thrown (Miné, 2004) , and than analyze termination of the error-free computation by applying our technique. A special class of floating-point programs, called digital filters, was recently studied by Feret (2004) . He observed that lack of precise domains for digital filters was the cause of almost all false "potential overflow" messages reported by the system of (Blanchet et al., 2003) . This observation led to a new abstract interpretation-based framework for designing new abstract domains.
Our study of termination was based on the notion of termination with respect to a set of queries. The idea behind this notion is that some queries may be of no importance for the user. Ruggieri (Ruggieri, 1997; Mesnard and Ruggieri, 2003) proposed an alternative way to distinguish between the relevant queries and the irrelevant ones. He extended the definition of a level-mapping to include a designated value of ∞ and suggested mapping important queries to the naturals and the nonimportant ones to ∞.
The key idea of splitting a predicate into cases was first mentioned by Ullman and Van Gelder (1988) , where it was assumed that a preprocessor transforms a set of clauses into a new set, in which every subgoal unifies with all of the rules, clauses with nonempty bodies, for its predicate symbol. However, neither in this paper nor in the subsequent one (Sohn and Van Gelder, 1991) was the proposed methodology presented formally. To the best of our knowledge, the first formal presentation of splitting in the framework of termination analysis is due to Lindenstrauss et al. (1998) . Unlike in their work, a numerical and not a symbolic domain was considered in the current article. Distinguishing different subsets of values for variables, and deriving norms and level mappings based on these subsets, links our approach to the ideas of using type information in termination analysis for symbolic computations (Bruynooghe et al., , 2001 Vanhoof and Bruynooghe, 2002) . Indeed, adornments can be seen as types, refining the predefined type floatingpoint numbers. Unlike these works, our work does not start with a given set of types but for each program derives a collection of types relevant to this program.
The adorning process can be regarded as similar to multiple specialization (Puebla and Hermenegildo, 1999; Winsborough, 1992) . However, while traditionally termination analysis techniques were used for partial deduction purposes (Leuschel et al., 1998; Sahlin, 1993; Jones et al., 1993, Chapter 14) , we reverse the relationship between the two and propose to apply a partial deduction technique to prove termination. Moreover, traditionally specialization techniques are restricted to symbolic computations and, hence, are not immediately applicable in our case.
We stress that although our results are couched in logic programming terminology, they are not limited to logic programming per se, as they focus on the properties of floating-point numbers and not on the language aspects of logic programs.
